
            Prepping for an acoustic recording session

THE FILMMAKING PROCESS

What your score needs to contain-

What is a slave reel?

Learning good habits now will help prepare you to
work faster, be more accurate and more employ-
able in the future. Take some time and review the
list at the left to understand what a “professional”
studio session ready score needs to contain.

Because there are always budget issues, sessions 
can be very demanding and tense.
Whenever the session has to stop to answer questions 
from the orchestra or make changes the intensity level always, always rises. 
Making sure your music is playable, easy to read, 
and 100% accurate will earn you a call back. 
Failing to properly prepare can result 
in losing a client 

Examine your orchestration to insure playability

The greatest value of  hiring a performer to record your music is the 
added nuance they bring to the performance. If  you treat musicians with

the respect they deserve their performances can elevate your music
from ordinary to spectacular.

It is easy to forget when working primarily “in the box” 
that living, breathing people play the notes you write.
As such there are physical limitations to consider. Writ-
ing uplayable music will not serve you well.

To increase the number of  tracks in the analog days 
required syncing multiple tape recorders together. It was 
impractical to have numerous machines running in sync 
when doing an overdub...thus the “slave reel” was born. 
A submix of  instruments relevant to the overdub was
created and bounced down to a stereo track. This could 
leave up to 22 tracks to overdub to if  you were using a 24 
track format. Prepare your stems with only the information
needed for the overdub to occur. In Protools this would 
mean disabling all tracks except the “stems” needed for
the overdub session.

“Slave reel” stems should go light on reverb and effects. It makes it harder to play to in the studio.
Separate rhythmic elements, pads, solos and bass parts. This will give a degree

of  flexibility to help give the performer what they require to be able to play their best.

What your score needs to have: look to the E.T. PDF scores in Project One for reference

adjusting your MIDI start mark 
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